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I am enjoying the emotions of a youngster waiting For

Christmas - our "Starduster" Open House gives me great

pleasure. There is an unexplained sense of satisFaction I

get when we get together and eDJoy the sights, sounds and

perFormance aF the fruits of your labor. There is no way I

()
could describe my Feelings, that come, on the Sunday

aFternoon when you are all on your way home - the hanger

empty, very clean, but always little things that will remind

me of someone, is leFt behind.

Again the gratiFying satisfaction is unexplainable -

Thanking you all in advance.

"B.C." ~Till Next Time

.....................BE ADUISED ......................
I have already been warned by airport management, "That the
Starduster Open House is getting bigger every year - and we
need to watch our crowd control and airplane management."
The FAA will also be on site and will probably assign a
aircraFt traFFic manager as well as crowd control per sane 1.
So all we have to do is fly by the rules and be courteous of
other airport users.

2
See Ya

B.C.
c
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THIS MAGAZINE USES MATERIAL SUBMITTED BY IT'S READERS.
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MAGAZINE ASSUMES NO LIABILITY.
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We would like to thank all this issues contributers and
respond to one and all for some interesting information and
photos.
------------------------------------------------------------

FRONT CoUER - N55JF owned b~ Bradel~ Lloyd 722 Candidus Ave.
Woodbury Heights NJ 08097. Originally built by Jerry
Fackerl and recentl~ rebuilt b~ Brad. I think thisairpane
is still for sale?
-----------------------------------------------------------

BACK CoUER - N96576 and your editor Dove Baxter 5725 S.W.
McEwan Rd. Lake osewga Oregon 97035. Picture taken 10 NM
Southwest of Jackson Hole Wyoming from N~226Y b~ Les Homan
on our return trip from Oshkosh.
------------------------------------------------------------

SUBSCRIBE TO STARDUSTER MAGAZINE. PUBLISHED FOR PEOPLE
BUILDING OUR AIRPLANES. TECHNICAL INFORMATION, NEWS AND
PICTURES. PUBLISHED FOUR TIMES A YEAR. SUBSCRIPTION RATE
IS $12.00 PER YEAR, $18.00 PER YEAR FOR oUERSEAS MAILINGS
[EXCLUDING CANADAJ. 1992
-------------------------------------------------------------
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THE EDITOR IS ALWAYS LOOKING FOR TECHNICAL TIPS AND
EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO THIS MAGAZINE. WHICH IS
DEDICATED TO THE HOME BUILDER AND SPORT AIRCRAFT ENTHUSIAST.
PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR NAME, ADDRESS, TELEPHONE NUMBER AND YOUR
"N" NUMBER ALONG WITH ARITCLE SUBMITTED.

....

------------------------------------------------------------
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ODDS & ENDS FRElt1. YOUR ED,] TOR

Problems with Aviation and Aircraft Ownershic

In 1968 Lou Stolp sold N1300S the second Starduster
prototype to Ralph Rina for $12,000, I thought it was a
fortune at the time. Today a good Starduster Too is worth
about $30,000 and the prices are slowly climbing. The point
is that every year it gets a little more expensive to fly.
As costs increase, flying time decreases, and for some they
quit fighting the battle and sell their airplanes. For

- others the cost of biennial, medical and aircraft rental
become to much of an inconvenience to deal with so they bail
out. Resulting in fewer people left to shoulder the burden.
Which in turn raises the prices for those of us who are
left.

This last year 1,021 light aircraft were manufactured,
which is 0 decrease of about 11~ from the previous years
figures. Of these aircraft only 613 were piston powered.
Many of these aircraft were exported, along with a good'
number of used aircraft, further reducing the General
Aviation fleet even more.

Here in Oregon the registration fee was recently
increased, as well as expanded to include older aircraft.
This restructuring occurred because there are no new
aircraft being sold, resulting in little revenue being
derived for the State Aeronautics Division.

But what was of chilling interest to me during our
January EAA meeting was the topic of the guest speakers.
They were from FAA Flight Service and they were invited to
explain the benefits of FSS with their new automated weather
reporting system. We now have only two manned stations in
the state. The rest are all automated. I personally feel
that although their service is good the accuracy is not.

During their presentation they displayed several charts
and graphs. One of these graphs really emphasized to me,
the decline that is occurring in general oviation. The
graph in question was the number of calls. the FSS

received each month requesting weather briefings, and each
month showed a steady decline. They seemed to think it was
due to people using their home computers to access the
information. But I don't think so, how many of you are
using your home computers for weather briefings? Not many I
would guess, as most pilots want to talk to the briefer.

The recent article written by Richard Collins in AOPA
magazine shows quite vividly the accuracy of forecasting.
The article also included the concern of legal action [I.E.
Lawsuits against the weather briefers as to actual weather].
In addition he mentioned that while on a recent flight that
the controller read an ominous message. A sigmet was aut
for hazardous weather over the area and apparently the
hazard was moderate to severe turbulence. However none was

encountered, by not only him but other aircraft flying over
the same route. After making his pilot report wondered if
it would be noted, because it did the unthinkable, it
reported conditions better than forecasted.

~
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It appears that weathe~fdrecasts where someone is
accountable, like everything else in the litigious society
have become based on covering every eventuality instead of
making a best effort at predicting the weather.

50 when the weather is really bad pilots will discount
the forecast as well as the pilot reports. The point is, we
are not getting the accurate information that we need.

The other real problem regarding the liability issue,"
and not just in aviation is over the last 7 years numerous
responsible Tort reform bills have been introduced to limit
the liabilities of parts and aircraft manufacturers. But
not one has passed. The Trial Lawyers Association have
persuaded key members of Congress to derail the process in
every case. They of course do not realize that if things
keep going in the direction they are headed there won't be
anu cases to litigate. This will not only cook our goase
but theirs as well. I certainly do not mean to say that all
lawyers are out to make a quick buck as there are many
ethical and knowledgeable ones, but it certainly appears
that they are in the minority.

The lawyers that litigate aircraft accidents can
certainly take comfort in the fact that no one has been
injured or killed in a 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990 or 1991
Cessna 152, 172 or 182 as none have been manufactured since
1985. They are certainly protecting us from ourselves.

In spite of all this gloomy editorial, interest in
aviation, I.E. Learning to fly and building homebuilt
aircraft continues to increase. The will to do both is
still very strong.

After writing this editorial, I have received two
letters that soften the blow immensely. One letter was from
an 18 year old college student who is pursuing a career in
aviation and working on his instrument rating. He was
frequently asked what airline he wanted to work for, pilots
and non-pilots alike were amazed at what his answer was. He
wants to work in General Aviation, he believes it to be an
exciting and enjoyable field to become involved in. It is
people like this who keep aviation alive. Thanks David G.
Coleman Winnetka Illinois.

The other letter was from Simsbury High School's
Aerospace education program. The school has been, and is
building a Starduster Too. They have been at it for over 6
years and have received awards from not only the FAA but
from the Connecticut State Board of Education. This is a
real,and wonderful effort to promote aviation but also
involves youth and the fact that they are building a
Starduster can't hurt. Thanks to the school board, Mr.Mox,
Mr.Jablonski and of course past and present students. A
Letter and pictures of the students as well as their
5tarduster Too project appear elsewhere in this issue.

(

,
D.C.B. Editor
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EDITORIAL

Auto Engines in Aircraft

Little did your editor realize, when he wrote about auto
engines in Stardusters, that it would generate so much
controversey. A number of readers took me to task over my
comments in the January 1992 issue of Starduster Magazine. I
certainly did not mean to imply that there is no hope for this
type of conversion, and perhaps meaningful solutions are just
around the corner. But my main concern was for builders to fully
understand that at the present time most of these auto
installations leave much to be desired, and many of the
advertised claims are not accurate.

However if any of our readers know of a successful
conversion [meaning 500hrs+], and especially in a biplane, I
would like to hear from you. I will accept and print any
comments regarding this subject. I would be more than happy to
change my opinion if the information received, is close to or
better than exisiting Lycoming aircraft engine performace figures
[I.E.- Fuel Burn, Weight, Horsepower and CostJ. .

I cannot comment in depth on all items regarding auto engine
conversions, as it would take every issue of Starduster Magazine
for the next 2 years and still not answer all the questions.

Again, I must qualify myself, I am not an automotive
engineer or machinest. My knowledge and background is only as a
mechanic in autos, aircraft and fire trucks. For those of you
who know me, I have been a fire department mechanic for the last
18 years. So my comments and opinion are based only on that
experience.

Basically I will talk about what I consider to be the five
main problems with auto engine conversions.

As I see it they are:
1.] Gear Reduction
2.] Weight
3.J Horsepower
~.J Fuel Induction
5.J Ignition

The end result is of course what we want, performance and
reliability. The point was made that aircraft engines have
problems and fail too. But due to the fact that more airplane
engines are in use compared to auto conversions, the reliability
factors can be interpreted in many ways. What does reliability
mean to you? What will you accept?

I have written to, and called to talk with, Bob Ely NI07UP a
Ford Javelin V-6 Starduster Too Builder and pilot. His comments
were interesting and he seems to be a knowledgable and fine
individual. The recent article about his airplane in the Ford
Javelin Newsletter stated, the airplane had over 200 hrs on it,
and that over 2/3rds of that time was doing aerobatics. It also
mentioned that it has a 2 to 1 reduction drive unit and swings a
8~x67 inch prop. Other than the fact that he had done a lot of
different types of aerobatics there were no other details in the
article performance wise. I do not know whether this was
coincidental or that the readers of the Javelin Newsletter are

Just aware that the 230? V-6 actually produces it in a
converted state.

6
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By the time you read this issue of Starduster Magazine you
may have already read the story in the March 1992 issue of Sport
Aviotion regarding Bob Ely's Starduster Too N107UP. Bob told me
that he would be more than happy to write a more indepth article
after I read the one in Sport Aviation, and that he would comment
in detail about anything of interest that is not covered in the
article.

During our phone conversation he made the comment that he.
accepted the auto coversion for what it was, and did not expect
more than it was capable of giving. So for him it appears to be
doing the Job. With this in mind I will try and give my opinion
briefly in each of the five areas.

1.J Gear Reduction - Gears or Belts? Most gear reduction
units are heavy. complex and expensive. Some of the more notable
light aircraft gear reduction units were the 60300 by
Continental. and the GO~3S & ~BO by Lycoming. these I believe
were the planetary type.

I do not know whether the Prowler or the 6eschwender
conversions used this or a link belt chain drive. But at any
rate they are reasonably complicated and expensive, at least for
most builders.

The flexible cog belt used on the Javelin Conversion as well
as several other installations seem to offer a fair compromise.
The price and weight are acceptable and they appear to be
reliable. Howver this type of conversion seems to lack delivered
horsepower. Another problem with cog belts are excessive RPM.
Some of these coversions are run way over the manufacturers RPM
recommendations in order to get near the needed horsepower.

For many years the ultra light people were not very
successful with gear reductions and then Rotax came along so that
almost all ultra lights are powered by that engine. The Kit Fox
although not an ultra light uses this engine as its main power
plant. On the other end of the spectrum is the well written
article by Doug Haley regarding big horse powered U-B's converted
for aircraft use (Sport Aviation July 1991J. If you are truly
interested in auto conversion this is one article you should read
in detail as it is knowledgeable and well written. But the fact
remains that this conversion even with all aluminum components is
still heavy and costs as much as a new Lycoming. My point is the
technology exists to produce a gear reduction to accomadate 200hp
engines that is light, efficient and is reasonably priced. but so
far has not.

2.J Weight: This is the only thing that continues to be a
major problem for all aircraft designers. manufacturers and
builders. It is true that not all the weight comes from a big
engine. However many homebuilders feel that Wow. now I have
this big engine I can install anything else. The result is poor
performance, or the builder who weighs 275 Ibs and is worried
about one or two pounds on a single item. Most pilots understand
that its not like a car where you can Just throw anything in the
trunk and as long as your rear bumper doesn't drag you are on
your way. Most homebuilders are notorious for over building.
very seldom do builders equal the protoype aircraft in empty
weight. .

7
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A fine example of this is the original Starduster Too N9~505
weigh ed 1000 lbs empty. Of course it had no electrical, no
center section fuel tank, and no frills. .

A typical well built weight conscious Starduster Too with

electrical avionics, center section fuel tank and a four cylinder
Lycoming average weight is around 1250 lbs empty. But this is a
useful, go anywhere airplane by todays standards. What every
builder has to ask himself during the bu~lding process is - Do I
really need this? Can it be made lighter? These words should be
used constanly during construction.

3.] Horsepower: Actual, Real, Delivered or Wishful. The
rated horsepower of auto conversions is.a subject that leaves
much to be desired and unless the engine is run on a Dyno after
conversion the actual horsepower produced results in a very gray
area. Even after the engine is converted installed and will
produce the desired horsepower, if a mistake is made by
installing a propeller with the incorrect pitch or diameter,
performace will suffer. I personally think this has been some of
the ~roblem.

In my opinion the best all around engine is the 200 hp
Lycoming, it gets the most horsepower for the least amount of
weight, that is of course with a light well thought out airplane
of 1200 lbs or less.

~.] Fuel Induction: Float carb, pressure carb, Ellison
throttle body, automotive throttle body, and fuel injection.
Which one for you?

The automotive fuel management systems throttle body
computer controlled systems, offer fantastic efficient, and
performance controlled fuel metering. However no one seems to be
using them thus far. I am not sure what the reason. Perhaps
cost, complexity or not having the proper control unit for the
wide range of atmospheric conditions aircraft operate in. I
would suspect liability has same part in its absence in this
area. There may also be some problem with auto type fuel systems
in their ability to make ice. This is one thing that has
concerned operators of the Ellison throttle body. However they,
Ellison recommends that carburetor heat be installed with there
unit. There are many RU's with Ellisons and float carburetors
that have no alterDate air or carb heat period. Most of them use
differential air and draw from inside the cowling for their
source of heat rather than from a muff.

Automotive float type carburetors leave much to be desired
and aircraft carburetors aren't much better. The pressure
carburetor works very well and can be flown upside down. but is
very expensive to overhaul. So in my opinion Port fuel injection
offers the best for auto conversions or aircraft engines.

5.] Ignition: Magnetos or Electronic Ignition, or one of
each. Magnetos have been around since the turn of the century.
Today they are quite reliable with better materials and bearings
that offer continuous operation under severe conditions. They of
course do not offer the flexibility and efficientcy that computer
controlled auto engine ignition systems do.

The biggest reason why electronic ignition systems have not
been incorporated in aircraft is liability.

8
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No manufacturer wants to expose himself to higher liability
insurance premiums as well as litigation over new innovative
ignition systems. Because if there were problems with their new
systems it would immediately insure lawsuits to be filed.

('

The ideal most efficient and redundant would of course be one of
each. It is really a shame that some of these systems cannot be
adapted to aircraft engines, but do have many possibilities on
auto conversions.

Along with ignition systems a few words should be said about
fuel. Aviation low lead, as opposed to auto unleaded. I believe
that aviation fuel has a limited future, because of the
enviroment, along with the fact that it becomes a small part of
most oil companies refining profit. This makes it very expensive
to produce in limited quantities. What I believe is, that th~re
will become one fuel for all internal combustion engines. Our
only hope is that the proper additives will be blended to help
performace. I.E.- Octane as well as limiting vapor lock and
component problems. There are a number of aircraft using auto
fuel through S.T.C. 'so But, that fuel must meet proper specs and
fuel systems must be modified accordingly. So at the present
time automotive "pump" gas does not slave the problem.

Many people want to believe that the automotive convBrsion
for aircraft use is the cheapest and easiest road to follow.
There is an auto conversion in the current issue of Kit Planes
Magazine as there have been many over the last 10 years. But
they never seem to be the same one, and never seem to print real
word horsepower ratings and gallons per hour fuel burn.

I am not saying it can't be done because I belive it can.
All I'm saying is that for me, no current conversion exists that
I would put in my airplane and go flying around the country, with
the same confidence I have in my 180 hp 0360-A2A Lycoming, but
hey thats Just my opinion.

I would love to spend a great deal of time on this subject,
but as editor of Starduster Magazine and with limited time and
space I feel trat my view on this subject has been well
expressed, and as I said earlier, I only wish for builders
contemplating auto engine conversion alternatives to be aware of
the problems. .

The goal as I see it would be to produce an engine that
would make 200 hp, weigh 200 lbs or less, accept a constant speed
prop, incorporate redundant computer controlled electronic
ignition system, burn 6 to 7 gph or less and cost under $5,000
with all accessories ready to bolt on. This would not only be a
great engine for a Starduster but would be a super engine for all
homebuilts.

D.C.B. Editor
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COMMENTS

)
Suspicions Confirmed I

Why Nothing Ever Seems To Get Done By Legislators

It's refreshing to see'that some people in this country
still have confidence and a belief in what our forefathers
intended our form of government to be. Speaking as a pilot
and a person that walked into Congess [elected 198~) off the
main street of a small, rural Iowa town, it is my
unfortunate duty to burst the wonderful perception of
government. We are all the subjects [victims?) of minority
rule.

The collective paranoia of members of Congress that
they might upset, offend, anger, disappoint, or, worst of
all lose a vote, from any and all groups that feel they are
"mistreated" ar are "denied a right," has led to a litany of
legislation and regulations that is slowly strangling our
country to death.

. Why is the general aviation business in such dire
straits? A primary reason is manufacturers are plagued by a
minority that is willing to sue them over anything that a
clever lawyer can contrive as "product liability." The net
result being that the majority is denied the privilege of
purchasing an American-made light aircraft.

Washington D.C., is a city of "ists." Enviromentalist,
feminists, socialists, rightists, leftists, extremists,
populists, humanists- the list goes on and on. Each "ist"
has an agenda that is pursued with vigor, financed by
truckloads of money, and promoted by professional lobbying
organizations.

The predominance of "ists" has brought us up to a point
of living under minority rule and fear of minority uprisal.
Don't offend anyone. Don't question a plea from anyone.
Don't allow anyone even a slim chance to get hurt. Don't
put anyone in a position of having to take a risk. Don't
allow anyone to fail (t~e savings and loan fiasco, for
example) .

In a society where no one is allowed to foil, no one
can ever succeed. Recently a young man from the Soviet
Union, asked me, "Why is your country rushing towards
socialism when in my country we just had a revolution to be
what America used to be." The minority pleads, and the
majority bleeds.

Keep the faith. Hopefully, enough people like you will
come to their collective senses and stop this before it goes
much farther. The future of our children is at stake.

James R. Lightfoot AOPA ~S3918
Member of Congress
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Are You Hiah On Nuauil?

Air transportation workers are subject to
~ testing by the FAA. The following information
'- construction magazine and was reprinted by the

newsletter in California.
Many false drug screening results have been brought

about by the use of Leaal over-the counter medications.
The following list is a partial list of substances that can
cause a false/positive indication.

"
"-

random drug
came from a
ABATE

- Advil, Nuprin, Mediprin, Motrin, Rufen [also at
risk are persons with a bladder or kidney infection
or liver disorder] can show up as Marijuana.

- Nyquil, Uicks Inhaler, Contact, Sudafed, diet
pills, heat and asthma medications and several nasal
sprays can show up as Amphetamines.

- Amoxicillan [Antibiotic, tonic water, and herbal
teas can show up as Cocaine.

- Elavin, Benadryl, Soma, Norflex, Phernergan can
show up as Methadone.

- Dilantin and Phenobarbital can show up as a
Barbituate.

- 'Phenergan, Uicks Formula ~~, tonic water and poppy
seed rolls can show up as Herain.

- Contact, Dristan, Nyquil, Halls Mentholated Cough
Drops, Terpinhydrate, many cough medicines can show
up as Alcohol.

If you are using any of these preparations and are
required to take a drug screening test, notify the person
and/or company conducting the test.

- Editor's Note -

As a side note to non-prescription drugs, when you
take your flight physical Do Nat write on the application
anything about side effects or problems you are having
medically unless you are certain they are valid. The same
holds true when answering questions from your medical
examiner. Any minor confession can be construed as a valid
medical problem, resulting in either denial of your medical
certificate or at least prolonging its issuance along with
costly medical evaluations to prove that you really are fit
to fly.

D.C.B. Editor
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TRIVIA OF INTEREST?

Who are the uounaest and oldest Starduster Pilots?
Janet Helton - Soloed Jim Osborne's 260 hp Acroduster
Too on her 16th birthday.
Gene Burnett or Eric Schilling - Both flying
Stardusters into their 70's.

Who is the uounaest Starduster Owner?
Steven R. Parsons of Loves Park Illinois is the owner
of N239DF and is 23 years old.

Who is the hiahest time Starduster Pilot?
Maynard Ingalls - Over 1500 hrs in Starduster Toos.

Who owns the Starduster with the most total time?
Al Pietch or E.B.Marble? N5~6~
Once owned by Maynard Ingalls and now owned by E.B
Marble now has over 1700 hrs on that airplane.

Who has flown the lonaest distance?
Oscar Bayer N~90B - Arryo Grande California to
Anchorage Alaska and return.
Bill Lynch N135WL - Shawnee Kansas to Anchorage Alaska
and return.
Patty & Maynard Ingalls N38PM - San Joses California to
the Bahamas to New England and return.

Who has the loncest non-refueled fliaht? In statute miles.
Maynard Ingalls N3BPM - Frazier Lake CA to Phoenix AZ.

Who has the shortest?
Gordon Moore N103GM - When he let a high time Jet pilot
fly his Acroduster Too and he put it on its back during
take-off.

Who has flown the most IFR? Max Bennett N76GS.

Who has the most niaht landincs in a Starduster?

Who has had the most dead stick landinasln a Starduster?

Who has had to bailout more than anuone else? John Helton?

Who has done the most aerobatics in a Starduster?
Al Pietch, John Helton, Eric Schilling or Peter
Cavallo.

Trivia, D.C.B. Editor
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~ MAJOR CHANGES IN POLYESTER FILAMENT ~~ YARN & FABRIC WEAVING TECHNIQUES ~

~ The following informa.tion is publis~ed to weaving industry because they produce ~
~ answer many que~tlons from a/~craft fabric at a higher rate with fewer weaving ~
~ owners and mechanics, and alert all mter- flaws and broken filaments. To prevent ~
~ ested parties to ~ossible inadverten! use mildew in the rolls, the wet fabric is dried ~
~ of nonconforming polyester fabric to with a stream of hot air or high tempera- ~
~ cover aircraft. t~re steam as it comes off .the loom. The ~
~ In 1967 Stits Aircraft introduced style high temperature also shrinks the poly- ~
~ 0-103 f~bric (The "0" was for DuPont ester greig~ ,up to so~~,wh~chsubtr~~ts ~
~ Dacron). Thread count was 66 x 66 weight from the mlnlll1um 10,0 shrink capability ~
III,: was 2.7ounce per square yard and ~trength needed ,for aircraft fabric whe.n installed ~~ was over 96 Ibs. per inch width. It was on an a,lrframe and heat applied to taut III,:

~ woven from DuPont Type 56, 150 denier the fabric. ~
~ filament yarn. 0-103 fabric has been our Polyester fabric run on a water jet loom III,:

~ most popular style. and otherwise qualified as an aircraft qual- ~~ DuPont Type 56 filament yarn in denier size ity fabric, wil.1~e,ve.lop accept~ble tension III,:
~ 70, 150 and 250 with a nominal tenacity at 350 only If It IS,Installed with no slack; ~
~ rating of 4.6, 4.6 and 5, respectively, was Ho~ever, d~pendlng on. the percent o. ~
~ tothetextileindustrywhatdouglasfirlum- shrink .durlng the drYI~g p~ocedure, ~
~ ber is to the home construction industry. It elongation und~r a load will be Increased. ~
~ was the standard, and widelyused in many Tests re~orted I~our manual and demon- ~
~ styles of fabric. strated In our video tape, show that the ~~ further the fabric is shrunk to gain tension, III,:
~ Necessitated by the current economic the higher the elongation. ~
~ slump, DuPont ceased production of Type ~
~ 56 filament yarn at Wilmington, North Caro- One large. mill h~s ad.vised that they are ~
~ lina in October 1990, and transferred the ~ow weavln~ fabric uSing current ~roduc- ~~ filament melt spinning to their plant in tlon 150 denier .Dupont, Type 56 fll~ment IIrr,;:

~ Kenston, North Carolina. The 70,150 and 250 yar~ on wa~er Jet looms for two aircraft ~
~ denier, Type 56 filament yarn produced at fabric suppliers. ~

~ Kenston have been assigned new merge We want to assure our customers that we ~
~ numbers (polymer formula), and now have do not use DuPont Type 56, 150 denier ~
~ a nominal tenacity rating of only 4.2, 3.9 filament yarn produced at the Kenston ~
~ and 4, respectiv~ly. The tena~ity rating is a plant and our fabric is not woven on water ~
~ gau~e of ~reaklng strength In grams .per jet looms. Our new style P-103 ("P" for ~
~ denier v.:hl~h also a!fect~ the elongation. polyester) is woven from higher tenacity ~
~ The denier IS!he w~lght In grams for 9000 filament.yarn and replaces 0-103. Thread ~
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VW Powered Stolp Starlet at '68 EAA Convention

Gangly as a newly foaled colt, the new Stolp SA-SOO "Star-
let", N-SOI S, brings a new look to the homebuilt aircraft
field.
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The Aviation Fuel Outlook

Recent Congressional Legislation aimed at stiffening environmental
regulation has created a scramble for information in the general
aviation public. As usual, various interpretations of the printed word
and outright speculations have resulted in confusion.

What Happened?
Congress recently passed amendments to strengthen the 1970

Clean Air Act. One of the amendments specifies that after 1992, no
more off road engines requiring leaded gasoline may be sold. The key
issue here was exactly what type of vehicles would be covered by the
"off road" definition. Certainly chain saws, lawn tractors and dirt bikes
fell into this category, but what about aircraft? Critics pointed out that
in the original Clean Air Act, aircraft engines were treated separately
and distinctly from the off road category, and therefore were not
intended to be covered under this requirement. The whole question
was resolved on September 4, 1991 when the EPA ruled that recipro-
cating aircraft engines are not included under the category entitled "off
road". This means that, at least for the immediate future, reciprocating
aircraft engines may still be operated utilizing a leaded aviation
gasoline.

Please turn to Page 2, Column 2

How Much is Enough?
How much oil does my engine

need? When should the oil level
be checked? Questions like these
continue to be asked of Textron
Lycoming Service Engineers.
Depending upon the speCific
engine model being discussed,
the answers to the questions may
not be exactly the same in all
cases, but there are some points
which may help those who have
questions like these.

The oil used in a wet sump
engine is stored in the sump
which is attached to the bottom
of the engine. The size and

shape of that sump will differ
with the various engine models.
Because of this, the dipstick to
be used must be calibrated for a
particular engine model. Further,
the dipstick is usually calibrated
for the aircraft model in which
the engine is used. Most aircraft
do not sit exactly level, and the
aircraft attitude while at rest will
affect the reading obtained on
the dipstick. To get an accurate
reading, it is important that
inflation of the landing gear
struts be exactly as specified, and
that the dipstick provided with

Please turn to Page 3, Column 3
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OilFlow- Screens,
Filter, Cooler, and
Pressure Relief

The flow of oil through a
Lycoming reciprocating aircraft
engine is known to be a neces-
sary function during the opera-
tion of the engine. Pilots are
often not at all concerned about
how this function occurs, as long
as the oil pressure and oil
temperature indicators show a
proper reading. A & P mechan-
ics, on the other hand, often
need to know how the system
works and what parts control the
flow of oil during various phases
of operation. Because of the
large number of calls concerning
this subject which are received
by Lycoming Service Engineers,
we can be sure that there are

many who do not have a good
understanding of the oil system.

It is not surprising that many
A & P mechanics do not have a
firm grasp on the operation of
the oil system. There is room for
a great deal of confusion since
there are two basic systems and
several variations on each of
these.

Except for the screens, filter,
and oil cooler, the flow of oil
through the engine is completely
pre-determined by the designed
engine running clearances and
by the passages which are drilled
in the crankcase and accessory

Please turn to Page 4, Column 1



( Notice
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Before you call or write the
factory with any question about
your engine, be prepared. If your
question is about your engine,
the engine serial number and the
complete model designation are
necessary. This is the absolute
minimum of information needed
to access any records Lycoming
may have. Any other data you
can provide may also be helpful
in answering your questions.
Hours on the engine, overhaul or
modification information, and
maintenance history are ex-
amples of items it would be well
to have in hand before initiating
a call to Textron Lycoming.
When your question deals with
spare or superseded parts, you
should request help from
aftermarket sales. Maintenance
assistance is the responsibility of
the Service Engineers. Being
prepared before dialing will help
you to reach the proper party
more quickly and to attain the
information you need more
efficientl y.

r

ADNotes of Interest

,.
\,

AD 91-08-07 and Textron
Lycoming Service Bulletins No.
494 and No. 497 address the
installation of new, restricted fuel
pump vent fittings in turbo-
charged engines with AN drive
type fuel pumps.

AD 91-14-22, Textron
Lycoming Service Bulletin No.
475A, and Service Letter No.
L163C address crankshaft gear
modification and assembly
procedures. These procedures
are required during engine
overhaul, after prop strike or
other sudden stoppage, or
whenever crankshaft gear re-
moval is required.

2' November 1991

AviationFuelOutlook...Continued

Do Engines Survive Without Lead?

The automotive industry has already been down the road of
conversion to unleaded fuels. One of the problems which they en-
countered was with valve scat recession (wear of the valve scat) when
using enleaded fuel. This could also affect aircraft engines. Appar-
ently the lead acts as a lubricant between the valve and valve seat,
cushioning the impact of the valve on the valve seat. Their solution
was to use a harder valve seat material. Today, this is not an issue in
automobile engines. Lycoming reciprocating aircraft engines already
use a high quality material for valve seats. A test program conducted
by the FAA Experimental Test Center, using unleaded fuel in a
Lycoming engine, showed no significant valve scat recession. The
country of Sweden has operated its general aviation low compression
engine fleet on unleaded aviation fuel for the past eight years with no
adverse consequences. To confirm these results, Lycoming procured a
sample of unleaded aviation gasoline. A series of comparative endur-
ance tests were conducted to document wear characteristics. No
significant difference in valve/valve seat wear was noted between
engines run with leaded and unleaded aviation gasolines.

To summarize the unleaded issue:

Are aircraft engines included in the "off road" category?
- EPA has ruled that aircraft engines are not included.

Will present valve seats in Lycoming engines be acceptable for use
with unleaded aviation fuels anticipated for the future?

- Test data indicate yes. When we must progress to unleaded
fuels, existing valve and seat materials are satisfactory.

Any Other Fuel Issues?

Most definitely. The fuel specification for aviation gasoline, ASTM
D-91O, was developed many years ago for high performance engines
which, for the most part, do not exist today. Aviation fuel utilizes the

cream of the petroleum barrel to meet its fairly simple formulation.
With the competitive situation which exists today with fuel stocks, the
cost of Avgas wiJl continue to be substantially higher than Autogas.
Ironically, energy and environmental concerns are now forcing tighter
controls on Autogas. The formulation process, additives, and vapor
pressure characteristics are being scrutinized and changed. The auto-
motive fuel of the future will be a different product than the fuel
which is available today.

Another recent amendment to the Clean Air Act prohibits the sale
of leaded motor gas after 1995. Although aviation fuel is not directly
affected by this legislation, it will be the only leaded fuel type remain-
ing after enactment. It is easy to predict the refining and distribution
problems which will result when a high volume of unleaded fuel rnust

share the stage with a very low volume of leaded aviation fuel. Sepa-
ration of storage facilities, processing facilities, and transportation
systems will be required. In the long term, this factor will be unfavor- <

able for both the availability and cost of aviation gasoline.

What Should the General Aviation Industry do
to Deal With Its Impending Future "FUEL CRISIS"?

There is a definite.: need to develop a new aviation fuel specifica-
tion which will be more.: compatible with future motor fuel blends.



AviationFuelOutlook.. . Continued

Keep in mind that future motor fuels will be substantially changed in
areas which concern the aviation industry today, such as additives and
vapor pressure. Regardless of claims, there have been and continue to
be problems with the use of today's Autogas in aircraft. The wider
tolerance in vapor pressure and use of additives and alcohols in the
composition of autogas have resulted in sudden operational and long-
term material compatibility issues. Until these issues are resolved,
autogas users will continue to evaluate the effect of these differences
and changes on their engines and aircraft.

As motor fuel stocks are better controlled, a new aviation fuel
specification must be developed which is more compatible with the
new formulation practices, and yet still acceptable for our more
stringent requirements. Aviation gasoline consumption represents less
than one quarter of one percent of the total gasoline usage in the
United States. To exist in the 21st century, it is imperative that Avgas
be more consistent with future motor fuel stocks. Economically or
logistically, Avgas cannot continue to be a specialty product.

Textron Lycoming is participating with the General Aviation
Manufacturers' Association (GAMA) on the ASTM J2 Fuel Committee to

Please turn to Page 7, Column 1

Changingthe Oil
It has been said that "changing

the oil is the least expensive
method of maintaining an aircraft
engine." The reports received
from Lycoming engine owners
over the years have affirmed the
truth of this statement. Although
the addition of a filter in the oil
system helps to reduce dirt
which causes wear; water, acids,
and lead sludge still accumulate
in the oil. This contamination of
the oil can lead to sticking valves
and deterioration of metal
surfaces inside the engine. To
avoid these problems, regular oil
changes which remove the
contaminated oil are necessary.
The oil change recommendations
of Service Bulletin No. 480 apply
with any oil which is chosen for
use; whether a mineral based AD
oil as defined in Textron
Lycoming Service Instruction No.
1014, or a synthetic oil as ap-
proved by Textron Lycoming
Service Letter No. L229. The
recommendations stated in
Textron Lycoming Service Bulle-
tin No. 480 are:

A. 50-hour interval oil change
and filter replacement for all
engines using a full-flow filtra-
tion system.

B. 25-hour interval oil change
and screen cleaning for all
engines employing a pressure
screen system.

C. A total of four months
maximum between oil changes
for either of the systems listed
under A and B.

The recommendations of SB
480 assume the aircraft is being
operated from a paved runway
under normal operating condi-
tions. For operation from a dirt
strip where conditions are dusty,
or for aircraft used in Agricultural
Applications, more frequent oil
changes may be necessary.

An item often missed in the
routine of oil change mainte-
nance is the checking and
cleaning of the suction screen
which is located in the sump.
This should be done at each oil
change, regardless of the change
interval which has been selected.

~ P
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HowMuch?. .Continued

the engine for a panicular
aircraft model be used with that
aircraft. Even with everything
above just as specified, it is still
difficult to get an accurate
reading with some engine mod-
els. With the 0-540-J and L
models, for example, the slow,
deliberate insertion of the dip-
stick into the tube is helpfu] in
obtaining an accurate reading.

While an engine is running,
the oil is continuously being
pumped through oil supply
passages to all locations which
must be lubricated and cooled. It
will take several minutes for the
oil to drain back into the sump
after engine shut down. There-
fore it is a good idea to wait
several minutes (10 minutes will
probably do) after shut down
before attempting to check the
oil level.

What oil level is satisfactory for
flight? This is a question with
many answers. It depends on the
particular engine and the length
of flight being planned. As
indicated earlier, each engine
model is equipped with a sump
designed for that engine as it is
used in a specific aircraft model.
Many Lycoming four-cylinder
engines are equipped with an
eight quart sump and six-cylinder
engines are often equipped with
a 12 quart sump. Owners of
these engines frequently maintain
the oil level at one to two quarts
below the full mark. Unless these
engines are known to be using
excessive quantities of oil, these
oil levels will probably be
adequate for most normal flights.

A second group of Lycoming
engines come equipped with
smaller sumps. A number of four
cylinder models have a six-quan
sump. Several six-cylinder
models have oil sumps which
hold as little as eight quarts.

Please turn to Page 6, Column 1
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Oi' F'ow - Screens, Filter, Coo'er, and Pressure'Re'ief...Continued

housing during engine manufac-
ture. This flow of oil serves three
purposes. First, it lubricates, but
cooling the engine by carrying
away the heat generated by
combustion is a second purpose
which is often just as important.
Many engines, particularly those
which are turbocharged, have oil
squirts in each cylinder which
are designed to direct cooling oil
on the back side of the piston.
And finally, the oil cleans the
engine by picking up dirt and
deposiling it in the screens or
filter, or by keeping that dirt in
suspension until the oil is
changed.

The oil which has done its
lubricating, cooling, and cleaning
flows by gravity back to the oil
sump. From the sump, the oil
pump pulls oil through the
suction screen. This screen will
filter out large particles of -

carbon, dirt, or metal. The pump
then forces the oil through one
of the two basic systems. In each
of the two basic systems there is
a valve which forces the oil
through the oil cooler when the
valve is seated, or allows the oil
to by-pass the cooler when the
valve is open. Lycoming engines
were originally equipped with a
By-Pass valve which was con-
trolled by a spring. Referred to as
a spring and plunger type, it
functioned as a result of the
amount of pressure in the oil
system. The spring controlled by-
pass system was superseded by a
system controlled by a Thermo-
static Oil Cooler By-Pass which
reacts to oil temperature
changes.

Operation of the spring con-
trolled By-Pass system is the
result of thick oil which causes

an increase in differential pres-
sure across the by-pass valve and
causes the by-pass valve to be
open, thus by-passing the oil
cooler. As the oil warms up, oil
viscosity and pressure in the

4' November1991

system are reduced allowing the
by-pass valve to close and
forcing oil flow through the oil
cooler. Although the ny-pass
valve helps the engine to warm
up more quickly by routing cold
oil around the oil cooler, its
primary function is for system
safety; should the oil cooler
become plugged for any reason,
system pressure will rise and the
differential pressure across the
by-pass valve will again cause
the valve to open. This by-passes
the oil cooler and prevents a
possible rupture of the cooler
and loss of oil.

Oil Filler Adapter

The Thermostatic Oil Cooler

By-Pass Valve was designed to
provide better control of the
engine oil temperature while also
maintaining the safety of the oil
system by by-passing oil around
an oil cooler which is plugged
for any reason. The thermostatic
oil cooler by-pass valve may be
used on engines which use the
pressure screen system and on
engines which have a full flow
oil filter. For most engine models
an oil filter also requires an oil
filter adapter. While the oil is
cold, this system allows oil to
flow through the oil filter without
passing through the oil cooler.
As oil temperature rises to
approximately 180 degrees
Fahrenheit, the valve closes and
forces oil to pass through the oil
cooler. The oil then returns to
the accessory housing where it is

1',;

routed through the oil filter
adapter, the filter, and then again
through the filter adapter, acces-
sory housing and finally into the
crankcase.

The oil filter is another part of
the system where blockage could
caus.e serious problems. For this
rcason an oil filter by-pass is
built into the oil filter adapter, or
in the case of engines utilizing a
dual magneto, into the accessory
housing. These by-pass valves
are a built-in safety feature which
activate as a result of excessive

pressure in the oil filter. The oil
filter by-pass is not adjustable.

Oil enters the crankcase of

most Lycoming engines near the
top of the right rear cylinder
where it passes through the
pressure relief valve. There are
three types of pressure relief
valve. With either the short or

long dome valve, pressure is
adjusted by removing the dome
and adding or deleting washers
which are located under the

controlling spring. There is also a
third style pressure relief valve
which may be adjusted with the
twist of a wrench or screw
driver.

An individual looking for the
pressure screen housing may not
find exactly what he or she is
looking for since there are two
possible variations. The housing
for the pressure screen may have
one hole facing the rear of the
engine. This housing is used on
engines incorporating a spring
and plunger to control oil flow,
and the single hole will be used
for the oil temperature probe.
Another style pressure screen
housing has two holes facing the
rear of the engine. The small
hole is used for the oil tempera-
ture bulb connection, and a
Thermostatic Oil Cnoler By-Pass
Valve is installed in the large
hole.

Even more attention to detail

may be required when an oil



OilFlow. . . Continued

filter is installed. The pressure
screen housing must be removed
and the oil filter adapter installed
in its place. With the oil filter
adapter installed, either a spring
controlled by-pass valve installed
in the accessory housing just
above the adapter, or a thermo-
static by-pass valve installed in
the bottom of the adapter may be
used to control oil flow to the oil
cooler. Because of the better oil

temperature control, use of the
thermostatic oil cooler by-pass
valve is preferred by Textron

Pressure Scree" Housi"gs

Lycoming. For engines shipped
from the factory with an oil filter,
and requiring an oil cooler in the
aircraft installation, it is standard
procedure for Textron Lycoming
to supply a thermostatic by-pass
valve. The hole in the accessory
housing which is provided for a
spring controlled by-pas.s valve is
capped with a plug. A hole on
the top of the adapter is pro-
vided for the oil temperature
bulb.

One case of confusion over the
possible variations of this instal-
lation was documented in the
November 1990 issue of Light
Plane Maintenance. The owner of
a 1976 Cessna 172 could not
determine why oil temperature in
his engine tended to be high
during hot weather. Upon exami-
nation, he found that the filter
adapter had a plug installed
instead of a Thermostatic By-Pass
Valve. This led to an article
entitled "The Case of the Missing

Please turn to Page 7, Column 3
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A Review of OldWivesTales
Tale Number One - "The most likely time for an engine failure to

occur is at the first power reduction after takeoff" Every individual who
pilots an aircraft has probably heard this statement at some time. Is it
a true statement? We will venture a guess and say that perhaps it may
have been at some time in the distant past.

Several years ago this question was asked of me and it led to
questioning some FAA employees and a number of other pilots about
where the justification for this statement might be found. After several
weeks of poking into this subject, it was finally necessary to conclude
that we could find no justification - that it was simply an "Old Wives
Tale." .

A letter which recently came from a Flyer reader takes this one
step further. First it appears that there are many who continue to
repeat this tale. This caused our reader to delve into the subject a little
deeper - perhaps a little more scientifically than I did. Our reader
studied a computer readout which had data on incidents of engine
failure over a recent three year period. Based on the material in that
report, this reader concluded that engine failures during takeoff are
quite rare, and that failures during cruise are far more common. This
does seem logical since the engines of fixed wing aircraft run a
majority of their operating life in the cruise power range.

Our reader also had a very believable theory about how this tale
may have gotten started. He wrote, "It seems likely to me that this
idea got started when twin engine flight instructors would simulate an
engine out during takeoff - right about the time that the~tudent put
his hand on the prop control to reduce power. ... Gradually the idea
was propagated that this was the most likely time for an engine failure
when in reality it was a likely time for an instructor to simulate a
failure." '

From these two searches for justification - with none being
found in either case, I believe it is fair to conclude that "the idea of an
engine failure being most likely to occur at the first power reduction
after takeoff" is in fact an old wives tale. For the sake of safety; lets
stop repeating this false tale and start promoting the idea that we
should be ready to deal with power failure at any time.

A second Old Wives Tale which is still being promoted by some
individuals involves the constant speed propeller and goes like this:
"The RPM in hundreds should not be exceeded by the manifold pressure
in inches of mercury. " Referred to as a "squared power setting" (Le.
2400 RPM x 24 inches of MP), it appears that this tale may be the
result of a carry-over from some models of the old radial engines
which were vulnerable to bearing wear at high power settings.
Changes in engine design along with improved metals and lubricants
permit changes in the operation of modern flat, opposed cylinder
power plants.

Any pilot who believes that squared power settings continue to be
necessary should be urged to read and understand the information in
the Pilot's Operating Handbook (POH). While there are limits to the
power which should be taken from most engines, particularly those
which are turbocharged, the combinations of RPM and MP listed in the
power charts of the POH have been flight tested and approved by the

Please turn to Page 7, Column 1
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HowMuch? ..Continued

r '

While these smaller sumps
provide a very adequate oil
supply, there is less margin for
error. The pilot must be more
dedicated to carefully checking
oil levels and filling the sump as
needed. For engines with these
smaller sumps, one quart below
the full mark may be adequate
for a short flight, however any
flight of extended duration
should begin with the oil level at
the full mark.

One problem which sometimes
occurs with engines having
smaller sumps is overfilling at the
time of oil change. The Pilot's
Operating Handbook should be
consulted to determine the oil
sump capacity. When the filter is
changed, an additional amount of
oil - possibly as much as one
quart - will be required to bring
the reading up to the full level.
This should be checked after the
engine has been run following
the oil and filter change.

Finally, some Pilot's Operating
Handbooks may give a minimum
safe quantity in the discussion of
oil levels. These numbers, in
some cases as low as two quarts,
must be taken in the proper
context. What this indicates is an

oil level which might possibly be
found after flight when a great
deal of oil has for some reason
been used or lost. As one might
expect, this minimum oil level
can be extremely attitude sensi-
tive. However, if the dipstick
does not show an amount below
the minimum safe level stated, it
is unlikely that engine damage
has resulted from the unusually
low oil level. Obviously, no flight
should ever be initiated with
only a minimum safe quantity of
oil in the sump.

This brief discussion of "How

Much is Enough" may help those
aircraft owners who have had
questions on this subject. But

Please turn to Page 8, Column 1

6. November 1991

Service Bulletins, Letters, Instructions
Published from March 1, 1991
to August 31, 1991

The service publications listed below are those which have been
issued most recently. We strongly recommend that a complete set of
these publications be maintained by all maintenance organizations
which work on Lycoming reciprocating engines. A subscription may be
obtained through any Textron Lycoming distributor or directly from
the Textron Lycoming Product Support Department. Call or write for a
copy of Textron Lycoming Service Letter No. L114 which provides a
listing of available publications, prices, and ordering instructions.

Seroice Bulletins

240L Mandatory replacement of parts at normal overhaul - All
Textron Lycoming reciprocating aircraft engines.
Engine inspection after overspeed or overboost - All
Textron Lycoming piston engines.

Replacement of oil pump impellers with change of compli-
ance time to "within 100 hours, next annual inspection or
overhaul, whichever comes first." - Applies to 0-235, 0-
320, la-32O, LIO-320, 0-360, HO-360, la-36o, HIO-360, YO-
360, IYO-360, Ala-36o, LIO-360, 0-540, and la-54O with
limiting serial numbers and models as specified in this
bulletin. Note: AD 81-18-04 applies.
Reprint of Precision Airmotive Corporation Service Bulletin
MSA-2 - 0-235, 0-290, 0-320 series engines.
Installation of one-piece exhaust pipe kit (05K21503) -
TIO-540-S1AD.

Reprint of Lear Romec Service Bulletin No. 3402 - All

Textron Lycoming engine series with applicable fuel pump
models and serial numbers listed in this publication.
Recall of piston pin Part No. LW-140n - Models and serial

numbers of all engines affected and shipped from Textron
Lycoming between June 18, 1991 and August 5, 1991 are
listed following the text of the bulletin.

Seroice Instructions

1187G Supplement NO.1 provides curve No. 13495-A which re-
places curve No. 13495 on page 8 of 9. - TIO-540-AF1A
engines.

Set screw for propeller governor idler shaft - 0, la, LIO,
Ala, AEIO-320 series; 0, La, la, LIO, Ala, AEIO, TO, TIO-
360 series; 0, la, AEIO, TIO, LTIO-540 series; la-72O wide
cylinder flange engines equipped with a front crankcase
mounted prop governor.
Supplement NO.1 gives proper installation of crossover pipe
supporting hardware and he2.t shield - TIO-540-AE2A
engines.
Replacement of oil filter converter plate gasket - All
Textron Lycoming dual magneto engines and TIO-541-E &
TIGO-541 series engines.

3691

456D

498

499A

500

SOIA

1343A

1448

1453
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ServicePublications.. . Continued

1454 Parallel valve rocker arm installation - All Textron
Lycoming engines incorporating parallel valves except 0-
235 series, 0-290 series, 0-320-H series, and 0, LO, 1'0-360-
E series. Note: Service Bulletin No. 477 and AD 87-10-06

apply.

Service Letters
L163C Recommendations regarding accidental engine stoppage,

propeller strike, loss of propeller blade or tip - Applies to
all Textron Lycoming opposed series aircraft engines.
The use of MOBIL AV 1 synthetic lubricating oil in Textron
Lycoming reciprocating aircraft engines - Applies to all
Textron Lycoming opposed cylinder aircraft engines.

L229

Aviation Fuel Outlook. . . Continued

initiate the development of a new fuel specification for an unleaded
aviation fuel. An initial fuel specification guideline has been devel-
oped by the GAMA fuels committee and will be presented to the
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). This proposed fuel
will have the highest octane possible to minimize the need to modify
engine models. For instance, if the minimum octane level of future
unleaded Avgas was 98 octane, very little would need to be done to
accomodate this fuel in existing installations. This work has just been
initiated and will require several years until a final specification is
completed. Testing, certification, and production will further delay
introduction of the new fuel at the pumps until the latter part of this
decade.

The EPA has positively stated that they do not have plans today to
eliminate the lead in aviation fuel. The present fuel, 100LL, should be
available for general aviation use for at least the next decade. How-
ever, it is time to act to protect the general aviation industry for the
decades to come. It is also important for general aviation to be socially
responsible and share solutions for environmental and energy prob-
lems.

In sUfIlmary, there is reason for general aviation to be concerned
about future availability of 100LL aviation gasoline. Some of this threat
stems from environmental legislation and some from very real energy
issues. If the industry acts promptly and effectively today, it will head
off a crisis in the future. Textron Lycoming has initiated action to
accomplish those tasks which must be done to meet near term require-
ments and ensure long term availability of a compatible aviation
gasoline. As events unfold and this situation is clarified, Textron
Lycoming will use every available means to keep customers informed.

Old Wives Tales ~..Continued 0"

airframe and powerplant engineers. For example, if the POH chart lists
2200 RPM and 26 inches of MP as an approved power setting, pilots
should not be apprehensive about using that setting if it meets their
needs.

Isn't it strange that some bits of information come to be believed
by large segments of a population even when they are untrue' The
two issues discussed above are good examples. Will it ever be pos-
sible to get all of our fellow pilots to reject the two false ideas out-
lined here? Let's keep trying. " ,.,

c~r"

LYCOM'NG-

FLYER
Oil Flow. ..Continued

Bypass Valve". Engines delivered
to Cessna for this model year
were delivered with a pressure
screen housing and a spring
controlled oil cooler by-pass
valve. When the aircraft manufac-
turer provided an oil filter as an
option, the adapter and filter
were installed at the aircraft
manufacturer's plant, but the
original spring controlled by-pass
valve was retained and installed

in the accessory housing. As
stated in Textron Lycoming
Service Instruction 1008B, instal-
lation of a thermostatic oil cooler

by-pass valve will provide better
control of the engine oil tem-
perature. This aircraft owner did
achieve better control of his oil

temperature by modifying his oil
system to include a thermostatic
by-pass valve instead of the
spring controlled one.

There is one more possible
variation to the flow of oil which
may be found with a Lycoming
engine. Some air frame manufac-
turers have utilized small engine
models without an oil cooler. At
the request of these airframe
manufacturers, these engines are
not machined to accomodate an
oil cooler. Individuals who
acquire these engines for use in
their home built aircraft may
need an oil cooler to .keep
temperatures within operating
limits. This can be accomplished
by utilizing an adapter -
Lycoming part number 62418.
Utilization of this adapter will
allow the engine to be used and
the oil to be cooled, but there
are limitations. An oil filter
cannot be installed, and only the
one-hole pressure screen housing
can be used. This limits the
system to use of a spring con-
trolled oil cooler by-pass valve
which is installed in the adapter.

There are several bits of

Please turn to Page 8, Column 2
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OilFlow.. . Continued

. Safety Tip Safety Tipinformation which may be
helpful to those who have now
acquired a better understanding
of the Lycoming engine oil
system. Lycoming Service Instruc-
tion 1008B gives instructions for
installation of a Thermostatic Oil
Cooler By-Pass Valve on engines
which have a pressure screen
housing and no filter. Special
Service Publication (SSP) 885-1
gives instruction for the installa-
tion of engine mounted oil filter
kits. And finally, a kit (Number
05K21437) for a remotely
mounted oil filter has been
developed. Instructions for the
installation of this kit are not
complete as this article is being
written.

The Service Engineers at the
Lycoming factory receive many
calls about the oil system and its
many possible variations. The
material presented here is in-
tended to help answer many of
those questions.

Ifyour field overhauled
>Textron Lycomingengine is .

equipped with parallel valve
>cylinder heads which have
be~nreconditioI1ed, it is
subject to the inspection
resomwended in Service

. letter No. L228.Field.
..inspeCtions have revealed

that th~ cylinder-head
~xh~usfportarea.. °rIsome
parageI~valve cylinders, . .

??SQ~ditioned in~he field
.may be prone tOdackfng. '.

>rhes~finectacksare . ...

(iiffici.lltto<ietect vis\.lally. ..

anq~rereforeadye pen-
etiaht:ri:mstbe used. If ......

crac~iri:gis evident, Textron
..lycomingacivisesreplace- .

<llleprorQi.ecylinder~head/. ..

barrel. assembly... See Service

Lenei. No.L228 fbrmore ..
..de(ailabcmthow to conduct ...

the il"lsp~ction. . .

Textron Lycoming Service
Bulletin No. 489A requires
inspection of the oil suction
screen at each oil change.
In those fuel injected six
cylinder engines which
incorporate Oil Sump Baffle
Assembly PIN LW-13383,
reports from the field have
disclosed that in some
instances vertical del1ectors
on the Baffle Assembly have
been loose. If a rivet is
found in the suction screen
during the normal oil
change, the baf/1e assembly
must be removed and
replaced. In recently as-
sembled engines, an im-
proved riveting procedure is
used to eliminate the loose

rivet possibility.""

,) How Much? ...Continued LYCOMIHG ~__m

FLYERPERMISSION TO REPRINT

Permission to reprint material from
the Lycorning "Flyer" is granted, so
long as the context of information
remains intact and appropriate credit
is given.

always remember, the Pilot's
Operating Handbook is the
authorized source of information
about your airplane. November 1991 . Issue No. 51

Editor: Ken W. Johnson
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Bill Clouse
Starduster Corp.

Sci.com Research US, Inc.
107 N Kent St.
Winchester. VA 22601
(703) 667-2130
(703) 667-0158 - FAX

Dear Bill.

"'1-

Enclosed 1S a cheque for $24 to cover a subscr1ption to
the Star duster Newsletter for 1991 and 1992. Please send the
back-issues to my off1ce address, above.

S1nce complet1ng the rebu11d of our Starduster N610BJ
in the summer of 1990 I have put about 150 hours on it
w1thout inc1dent and enjoyed every m1nute of 1t.

I have used the aeroplane to check-out a number of
local Starduster builders and have also performed the f1rst
f11ghts of two newly bU1lt a1rcraft in the Washington DC
area.

I am always happy to give rides or instruction in the
Starduster for the pr1ce of the gas so if you have any
enquiries from this area or builders who would like a
general or an aerobatic check-out, feel free to give them my
number.

Best regards

Steve Beaver.
CFI

/~
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STOLP STARVUSTERCORP.
~301 Tw~nLng Ftabob ~po~
R~v~~de, C~60~nLa92509

~ .

.Augw..t 19, 1991

..,.

VeM B~,

W~h .the cto~~ng 06 .the 1990-91 cchoot yeM, .the S~cb~ H~gh Schoot'c

A~o~pace Educa.t~on hM once agaJ..nmade g~ea.tp~o~u~ ~n .theb~ng 06 ~~
S.taJtdw..t~.Too. VUJi.<..ng.the ~J,.xye.aM 06 COM.t~uc.t~on .th--U,ye.M p~ove.d .to be.a

v~y p~o~p~otU one. The.ctM~ 6ltomtM.t ye.M, wMch Jte.cuve.dan awaJtd 6~om .the

FAA, te6.t tU w~h welt cOM.tJtuc.te.dmng~ and a' bMe. 6w.e.tage.. Th--U, yeM, we. Me
p~oud .to ~.ay nex.t yeaM ctM~ w~ be ~e.cuv~ng a.wo~k. 06 M.t .tha.ttOOM Uk.e an

- ~~a6.t. Tw ye.M we woltk.edhMd .to ha.ng.the.w~n9~, ~e..t-up.the.aJ..t~OM,

paJ..n.t .the.6tUe.ta.ge,a.nd a.dded many pM.t~ .to~.

.......

-r'

- In .the.~5 m~nu.tu 06 ctM~, .the 15 ~.tuden.t.6mtU.t ov~come comptex p~obte.m.6,M

you ma.y ha.ve.exp~e.nced, and p~oduce. p~e.cM e.wo~k.. The .[ru.t~uc.to~,1J.Jt.
.JabtoM U, hM te.ad.tw yeaM ctM.6 .to .the.Ce.teb~a.t~on 06 Exce.tte.nce. AwaJtd

WMch WM g~ven by .the Connec.t~cu.t S.ta.teBOMd 06 Educa.t~on. r have. atco

encto.6e.da p~c.t~e. 06 o~ ~ptane..

S~nc~e.ty ,

-/- U~ I/J. (VI 'l
T~oy W. Mox

Late Classifieds

STARDUSTER TOO PROJECT, signed off for cover 0~35-Lycoming
190 h.p. Prop CIS no logs misc. parts. $8,000.
PITTS SIS PROJECT, wings tail tru silver some instruments,
no engine or flying wires. $5,000. Frank White [503)630-~972
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Simsbury High School Class of 91,92

Aerospace Education Program
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Simsbury High School Class of 91,92

Aerospace Education Program
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LETTERS

Michael Mattei
685 BLieLgate Way
HaywaLd, CA 9~5~~
FebLuaLY 12, 1992

Dave BaxteL
5725 S.W. McEwan Rd.
Lake oswego, OR 97035

Hello Dave and Family,

Haw aLe you doing? How is the family? I had this tape

made, its the video fLam Oshkosh taken on OUL last tLip.

You can edit out some of the mistakes, some of the videa

shows YOUL airplane in flight. Hope you enjoy it. I am

also sending you an updated photo of my ACLoduster Too,

engine mounted, most of the cowling completed, veLY haLd to

get a nice tight fit up fLont. I am looking faLwaLd to

Flabob this yeaL. I'll be flying with Les Homan this yeaL

hope to see you there. Well Dave keep in touch, watch your

six! and remember "It doesn't get any better than this."

See You Soon,

Michael Mattei
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Dave Baxter
5725 S.W. McEwan Road
Lake Oswego OR 97035

December 23, 1991

,
Dear Dave,

I read with int~rest your article on Fuel Systems. I am on
my fifth electric fuel pump on my Acro Duster lr... I've had two
Mallery pumps and two Piper type pumps, a Fauset and a Airtex.
The Airtex is on the plane at this time and seems to be working
fine. All five pumps have a total working time of about fifteen
minutes. The only time I use them is when I swich tanks. They
all mounted below the fuel tank and the hook up is the same as
your Schematic On page 13 in October 1991 magazine.
The last pump went out on me over Flagstaff Arizona on our way
back to Salt Lake from the Copper State Fly In, in Prescott.

It was a real pleasure to see a lot of the old gang there inc-
luding Bill Clause our "Prez". We had a lot of fun together and'
Bill gave me alot of good tips on the Acro Duster It.

Anyway, back to the fuel pumps. I don't know why they ,,,"on't
work, and I wouldn't trust them for a five minute flightl What
I did to solve the problem was to take an automotive mechanicle
fuel pump, in my case it was a pump off a 1970-71 Toyota 4 cyl.
which has~~pipe threads so you can use A/N fittings and mount
it in the rear cockpit.
Here is a diagram of the way I installed mine, and it pumps

like crazy!

Ii.(

Note: This aircraft uses an
Ellison Throttle Body Injector
and only requires 2#to6# lbs PSI

, comperable to a float carb~press
'" /)Jell ~xte.rl.'5ibrz carbs and fuel injection wont worK
. ".tor ha.n.d pu..mfr'rl1 WITH 1'H-('s.t1~I'r.'
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See page 13 October 1991 Star Duster Magazine.

Note: 1//1
Re tap Toyota fuel pump inlet and outlet with}g-pipe tap.
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INSTRUMENTFLI GlIT I N TIlE STAROOSTER II

Max Bennett
N76GS

Today is the day of your annual cross country trip to Oshkosh.
Reservations checked, bag packed ( one half of what YOll neec;l, then divide by
2 ), Starduster oiled, gassed & polished, sectionals and approach frequencies
on board, weekend pass in hand duly stamped by your wife, and your airport is
IFR and calling for 400 and 1/2 for the next 6 weeks. Boy!, if I only had an
instrument rating, you might be saying.

.......... Well, why not? There are a lot of reasons why not. The instrument rating
itself is a comprehensive knowledge base calling for the study and at least a
temporary retention of meteorology, navigation, instrument design, and regulations
before the first instrument instruction flight. The flight instruction necessarily
requires the pilot to be under the hood while sorting out the sometimes
conflicting inputs from instruments, nav receiver, your instructor, and, of
course, from your inner ear. This one is usually wrong.

A gyro-equipped panel is necessary to keep the bright side up while in a
cloud. At least one c~unications radio is required, as is an approved nav
set. Most lorans do not presently conform to minimum instrument flight standards.
If your destination airport requires an ILS approach you Qeed a glide
slope receiver & indicator and marker beacon receiver as well. Remember, if. YOJl
are not flying with a full deck of these goodies you will quickly get into
trouble flying into lowering ceilings and visibilities. Non-precision approaches,
typically VOR type, can only get you down to 500 to 800 feet over the airport.
A 400 ft. broken layer may ruin your day. Of course you have enough fuel to fly
to your alternate airport, plus 45 minutes. You do, don't you?

_.,
,

3 working nav lights and a rotating beacon or strobe are necessary, even
if your flight starts or terminates within official daylight hours. Required
instruments include rate of turn, clock, sensitive altimeter, gyro horizon and
gyro compass. A transponder with mode C makes life easier with Route Traffic
Control and is required if your trip terminates at or penetrates an Airport
Radar Service Area or Terminal Control Area. Few clouds are totally black inside,
but I flew through one requiring instrument panel lights for a short time. The
air was suddenly hot and humid but fortunately had little turbulence.
A walk-around at my destination showed pock marks in the paint on the leading
surfaces, probably from hail. I found that biplanes have many, many leading
surfaces.
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Your flight will be at odd or even altitudes with minumum altitude

restrictions so you will commonly be navigating at 3000 to 8000 feet in the east &

higher in the west. Outside and inside air temperatures are pretty much the same
in a Starduster - you can expect an uncomfortable ride unless protective clothing
is worn, including boots and gloves. For those Too drivers with open cockpits (the

way Lou Stolp intended it), the blast of air curling off of the top wing will be

aimed directly at your neck. Over the last 6 years my trip to Oshkosh required

warm pants, jacket, neck protection and helmet at IFR altitudes while the ground

temps were well above 80 degrees. When the ground temps are below 50 degrees, you

can expect stiff fingers (difficult to write) within 1 hour. At the end of 2 hours

you will be shaking uncontrollably and your com transmissions will be distorted.

As long as the flight proceeds as planned you can survive but what if center wants

you to climb for traffic spacing? Or gives you a routing change or hold? The only

answer is more goodies in the form of a canopy and heater. And perhaps a larger

engine to pull all this stuff off the ground.

~

Once your Instrument Rating is firmly in hand and your biplane is loaded

with expensive gizzmos you are not off the official hook. Proficiency and

equipment checks are periodically required. 6 hours of logged instrument flight
are required each 6 months with 6 instrument approaches. Your altimeter, stati

system and transponder/mode C have to be checked every 2 years; a VOR check ev'-

30 days. The airworthiness certificate and current registration must be on board.

A casual scan through the paragraphs of Part 91 of the Federal Air Regs

that I have waltzed you through should bring out the realization that Uncle Sam

does not want you mucking around in controlled airspace without demonstrated
skills and a committment to stick to the rules of the road.

OK, OK, is there anything on the PLUS side that would justify all this

time, effort and expense? Well, there is the hard-won capabi Iity to depart your
home base when the local weather is the aforementioned 400 and 1/2 for the next

6 weeks. It is also much easier to enter the Oshkosh traffic pattern from an IFR

flight because of the normal IFR spacing. And finally there is the realization,
while flying in IFR conditions in an open cockpit biplane. your flying is

completely devoid of boredom. You have become a true soulmate to the airmail

pilots of the '20s.

. ;'I~-/ -;! ~
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* FIXED PITCH PROPELLER INFORMATION From the Cessna 150-152 New~: (excerpts)
- McCauley:

There is no recommended overhaul for fixed pitch propellers. They shall be reconditioned or repaired as
required for blade surface conditions. The propeller mounting bolts torque should be checked at least
once a year for metal props. Propeller mounting bolts should be penetrant inspected whenever the
propeller is removed from the engine for'reconditioning or repair.

Sensenich:

Recommended overhaul period for fixed pitch propellers is 1000 hours. More frequent reconditioning is
advisable when minor repairs and accumulated scratches and nicks are numerous. I have found that
Sensenich propellers gradually tend to bow forward from normal use...

Fixed Pitch Propeller Bolt Torque-Metal
McCauley

3/8 in bolt,
7/16 in bolt,
1/2 in bolt,

Sensenich
3/8 in bolt,
7/16 in bolt,
1/2 in bolt,

25 - 30 ft-Ibs,
40 - 45 ft lbs,
55 - 65 ft lbs,

300 - 360 in lbs.
480 to 540 in lbs
660 - 780 in lbs.

23 - 25 ft-Ibs,
40 - 45 ft lbs,
60 - 65 ft lbs,

280 - 300 in lbs.
480 to 540 in lbs
720 - 780 in lbs.

Check all prop spinner plates for cracks. To my knowledge, there are no repairs allowed on spinners or
spinner plates.

~ When sending a prop with a spacer for repair, please include the spacer. The prop and spacer are a matched
pair and should be balanced together. Do not use a screwdriver or chisel to drive between the prop
and spacer as this damages the two milled surfaces.

Check the aircraft tires and struts for proper inflation. When power is applied, the nose strut and tire
compress, bringing the prop tips closer to the ground which allows the prop to pick up loose material
in its path.

A log book entry is required when installing a reconditioned or replacement propeller. Be sure that the
maintenance release is placed in the aircraft logs.

!
I

TORQUEVALUES FOR CLEVELAND WHEELS: Dean Diebel, Orlando, FL. asked us about torque
va1ues for Cleve1and whee1s. Since we didn't have the answ~r, he contactedthe
manufacturer and provided us with the fo1lowlng:

BEARING PRELOAD: Torque whee1 nut to 50 ft. 1bs. to set the bearIngs. Back the whee1
nut off to 0 ft. 1bs., then re-torque whee1 nut to 10-15 ft. Ibs. (no side play)

BRAKE CALIPER SLIDE PINS: Lubricate with either dry graphite or by silicone
1ubrlcant, spray etc. The point brought out here Is to avoid using a lubricant
which wl11 attract dirt/sand, etc.

TIE BOLTS: Recommended safety wire Is #32.
ca I I per.

These bolts secure the brake pad onto the

""

WHEEL BEARINGS: These come satisfactorIly packed genera11y, but If more grease
desired or If the bearings are being repacked, a lithium base grease
satisfactory.

Is
Is
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FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH
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Your editor will be returning to Flabob airport far the
12th Annual StardusterOpen House. We, my wife and/I, will
be leaving Oregon on Saturday April 25, 1992. We will be
staying with friends and, our eldest daughter in the Chico,
Sacramento, and the Bay area during that week.

But on Friday May 1st, all aircraft interested in
accampanying us to Flabob will meet at Tracy California
Airport as early as possible. Departure will be at 10:00
a.m. weather permitting. All Starduster enthusiasts are
invited to accompany us. Our goal of course is to have as
many biplanes as possible attend the open house at Flabob.
Our fuel stop will be at Porterville, around noon. Route of
flight will be Tracy, direct Porterville, direct Lake Hughes
VOR, direct Hesperia, direct Flabob. Remember as Bill said,
"Fly responsible, No high speed passes or unusual
altitudes". Fly Safe.

Several of our readers unfamiliar with flight into the
Los Angeles Basin, and Flabob have asked that I describe
some of the routes and problems one would encounter enroute.

I did grow up in the Riverside area and learned how to
fly at Flabob during the 1960's, but had not flown in the
L.A. area for many years, Oregon really spoils you.

Our route of flight is usually in from the north, we
have used this route over the last several years. High
desert Lancaster, Palmdale, Cajon Pass, over Rialto TPA
2500', under ARSA 2700' advise Rialto of overflight because
you only have 200 feet to play with. Once you spot Mt.
Rubidoux 1399' the airport is slightly north west of it. If
visibility is 5 to 7 miles or better you should have no
trouble finding Flabob.

Coming from the East it looks like Palm Springs is
still aTRSA wich means you are not required to talk to
them. But there is quite a bit of traffic in and out of the
Palm Springs area, so I would talk to them. Besides if you
are going to transit their area, you should give them the
common courtesy of letting them know you are there. I do
not know about the wind in the Banning Pass, as I have not
flown there for many years, but I do know it can get
interesting. The other problem is of course staying clear
of the March A.F.B. ARSA. If you stay to the right of that
3100' mountain I believe it is called Box Spring,. it should
take you straight to Mt. Rubidoux 1399'. I

Coming in from the South it should be Lake Elsinore,
around March A.F.B. ARSA, over Lake Mathews, through or over
Riverside Municipal Airport. If you go through their ATA
you will of course have to talk to them. It looks like you
can fly over the top of Riverside, but if you do, your right
on the edge on Ontario's ARSA and of course you altitude and
exact whereabouts become very important. Caution should be
used around Lake Elsinore, due to numerous skydivers.

Coming in from the West needs little comment as most of
you are more familiar with flying in the L.A. Basin than I.
So no matter which route you use, if you are going to
penetrate an ARSA or ATA or Just simply fly over an
uncontrolled airport, give the controlling agency a call.
If not, pay close attention to your location and don't bust
your altitude. Remember Flabob is surrounded by three
ARSA's, it looks difficult but really it's not.
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"ATTENT IOW'

Owners and Builders of the Starduster single & two
place, Starlet, V-Star, and the Acroduster single & two
place models. Your editor, after years of not actively
pursuing publication of Starduster History is now continuing
to compile a history of all Starduster designed aircraft
since 1957. This information will be added to the original
Starduster History first printed in 1986.

It is my hope that enough information will be received
so that a second printing can take place.

So what I need are N numbers, engine make, weight &
balance, name & address of owners & builders, aircraft
information, colorful pilots and unusual incidents, as well
as a picture of your airplane. All respondants will be
first on my list to receive copies of the second printing of
Starduster History at a substantially reduced rate.

Listed below are some Starduster & Acroduster items
that are still available and may be of interest to you.

Starduster Too & Acroduster Too Items Available List

Starduster History [first printing 1986], approximately 100
pages, with color pictures and information about one of the
all time favorite homebuilts biplanes. Softbound $29.95

Misc. Video Tape of Starduster Too's. Homemade - some good
quality some poor. $25.00

,..

\.. List of names and addresses and the N numbers of all
Starduster Too's currentl~ registered with F.A.A. $15.00

Copy or Stardusters International News Letter 1970 thru
197~. [19 issues] $25.00

Starduster Magazine - Back issues rrom 1991 available.
$3.00 each.

List or names, addresses and N numbers or all Acroduster
Too's currently registered with F~A.A. [also some builders]
$5.00

Copy or Magazine articles and pilot report on the Acroduster
Too. $5.00

Copies or all Acroduster Technical Tips~ Plan Revisions, and
a~ticles on the Acroduster Too 'that have appeared in
Starduster Magazine. [1975 thru 1987]. $10.00

AlonQ with the items listed above, your editor has
recently aquired the rights and the orig~nal Masters or Ivan
Cledes beautirul cutaway drawing or the Starduster Too. At
the present time I am only able to orrer a 18" x 2~" black
and white poster or this incredible drawing. However I am
currently attempting to have them printed once again in
color. I should no by the next issue or Starduster Magazine
what the price will be. B&W 18"x2~" Starduster Cutaway $5.00

ALL ITEMS INCLUDE POSTAGE
D.C.B. Editor
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CLASSIFIEDS
-----------------------------------

ADVERTISING CLOSING DATES: DECEMBER 1, MARCH 1, JUNE 1,& SEPTEMBER 1.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES: $3.00 PER COLUMN INCH, MINIMUM CHARGE $3.00.
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO STOLP STARDUSTER CORPORATION. THANK YOU.

-------------

STARDUSTER TOO N42LP 180 fixed pitch,
new full instrument panel, King 155 Nav Com,
Full 2 place canopy. Asking $28,000 call Bill at
hm(714)597-9967 wk(714)597-7821.

-- - -------------

ACRODUSTER TOO Basic fuselage - tail,
horizontal verticle surfaces and landing gear
material. Asking $3,500 call Marcus at
(208)529-8070.

'77 STARDUSTER TOO 260 hp Lycoming,
486TTAF, 486SMOH, inverted oil/fuel,
NAV/COM, Loran, Mode C, transponder, in
tercom, excellent inside/out. Award winning
showplane Nov.91 annual. $38,000-
(919)655-3830 nights.

---------

1981 ACRODUSTER TOO, 235 hrs TTA,
300+ HP Lye. 10-540, 167 SMOH, constant
speed prop, Christen inverted fuel/oil syste~
sight gauge, gell cell battery, two place canopy,
Haigh tail wheel,ELT, Terra TXN-960
Nav/Com, EGT/CHT. Aircraft is in excellent
condition. asking $37,000 call (508)994-5957
eve.

-- -- - _.._---

ACRODUSTER TOO FUSEALGE welded up
with vertical stabilizer and rudder. No landing

gear or horizontal stabilizer.
Primed and ready to paint. $995. Days
(404)275-3880 nights (404)694-4162.

----------------

STARDUSTER TOO 350 SMOH 225 Cont.,
Aeronca Chief 65H, 350 hrs. STOH, Zenair
CH150, acro kit, wings and center section
complete. Trade all three for Pitts or like
aircraft. Call (803) 877-2804.

1986 STOLP STARLET 56TTAE, 0-235,
1C, damaged husband says must sell. Iowa
(712)297-7117.

------------------------------------------

STARDUSTER I 920TT, 340 SMOH,

I Lycoming 0-320, 150 hp, inverted oil/fuel,

I

smoke, removable canopy, no electric,
Comm radio, spring gear, $12,800. Call
(919)237-8586 home, (919)399-4630 work.

WANTED ACRODUSTER TOO project
with welded fuselage. Quality must be
excellent. Call (615)885-1206.

u ----------

STARDUSTER TOO 470TT, $18,000.
(707)578-5389 call after 6:00 p.m. weekdays
and anytime weekends.

)

----------------------

STARDUSTER ONE, 1981, 150TT, 10-320
with inverted oil & fuel, A&P built,
transponder with encoder, NAV/COM,

I remote'cmpass. For sale or trade $18K with
engine, $13K without engine. Gary
(310)694-3098 California.

-- --- - - -------

ACRODUSTER ONE project, fuselage on
gears, wings ready for cover, engine mount
150-200 HP, $7,500 in parts. Asking
$2,600. Call (914)986-4444 or
(914)856-4440.

-- - ---~--------------

STARDUSTERTOO 80% COMPLETE,
brand new FWF zero time 180 hp 0-360
AIG6 from factory. All sheet metal work
done, ready for cover, all flight instruments
new, new controllable prop, spinner, new
wheel pants and tires. (412)533-3911.

I
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STARDUSTER TOO PROJECT fuselage on i - --- __un_- - -

gear, tail feathers complete, 3 w~g center I WANTED STARDUSTER TOO FLYING
section parts for 4th T-deck. Make offer, OK ! WIRES, I have 5 flying and landing wires and
(405)227-2760. ! need 10. Does anyone know of a wrecked
__d -. h- ! Starduster Too where some of the wires are

STARDUS1?R TOO PROJECT, f~sela~e i salvageable. Contact Dan Baxter (503)
complete, tall feathers done, have wmg kIt. i 639-8792.
excellent work, materials to finish. Call
Garold at (816)582-2233.

-- Beautiful STOLP V-STAR, $10,000 cash or
trade (805)942-0428.

1987 STARDUSTER TOO 180hp Lycoming
80IT AE NavCom, intercom, dual controls
and instruments, a true "9" in and out. $28,500
OBO. (601)773-9889 days (601)773-2900
flights.

STARDUSTER TOO, professionally built,
820 TTAF&E, A1O-36O-AlAinverted
systems, spades canopy, KX-175,
transponder/encoder, NDH, selVtradePitts
S1S $28,000 (806)797-4138.

'c:

STARDUSTER TOO 240 hp Cont., 985 hrs.
TSCMO, project over 50% complete. Most
parts available to finish. (904)771-0484.

--- ----- n__"--- ------..

STARDUSTER TOO PROJECT over 90%

complete, all covered, 0-470 engine, prop
included. Asking $9,500 (805) 688-8939
days; (805) 687-5636 eves.

ACRODUSTER TOO 10-540,850 SMOH,
250 TTAF, Christen inverted oil and fuel.
Edo-Aire 720. Two security chutes. Beautiful
inside/out. $40,000 (714)661-8380 eves.

CANOPIES - Acrodusters &.Stardusters.

custom canopies from 3 view drawings. THE
AIRPLANE PLASTICS CO., 8300 Dayton
Rd, Fairborn, OH 45324. Call (513)864-5607
or send a SASE for infonnation.--

i STARDUSTER TOO I STRUT & WING
I ROOT FAIRINGS -Also modified nose bowl

: and turtledeck. Functional designs that
! improveperformance& appearance.All parts
I quality hand laid fiberglass. Call or write

AEROWERKS, 1105 Shady Oaks Dr.,
Denton, TX 76205, (817)381-0754.

: -.. -------------

~ STARDUSTER SA-loo Lycoming 0-290G

; (l25HP) with new Warnke "almost CIS prop"
: 225IT AF, 100 SMOH. Non electric but 90
I channel with gel cell battery (and charger).

I

Fun airplane, outstanding appearance.
Hangared Redlands. $9,750 (714) 794-2420.I

; Ask for Steve.

- - ---

Buy your aircraft needs from STARDUSTER '

CORPORATION, much hardware and
material, Bill Clouse a good guy to buy from.,
VISA now accepted. (714)686-7943 or

. 1-800-833-9102.,;
I

iva'i:Jede
STUDIOS

3~:J.,...C2~,':3:' er C~:'JtG.'-'-"::;~ 'b:J. CC

, STARDUSTER HISTORY DAVIDc. BAXTER(503) 639-8792

5725 S.W. McEwan Rd. Lake Oswego, OR 97035

AS ALWAYS YOUR ORDERS WILL RECEIVE OUR PROMPT ATTENTION, QUALITY
PRODUCTS AND WORKMANSHIP AT A COMPETITIVE PRICE.
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